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Accessories That Enhance Your Customers’ Driving Experience

Put an End to Cargo Catastrophes with a Genuine Toyota Cargo Net
Trying to keep cargo from shifting around while driving can be difficult not to mention annoying! Genuine
Toyota Cargo Nets offer a convenient, low cost solution that keeps your cargo in one place instead of all
over the place. Designed to hold a variety of everyday items—from groceries to athletic gear—installing
a Cargo Net can help ensure cargo items don’t shift around or tip over during normal driving conditions
and offer added utility.
Toyota offers a variety of Cargo Nets to choose from depending upon vehicle application. Styles include
envelope, spider, cargo bed and seatback as well as rear door storage nets. Custom-crafted specifically for
Toyota vehicles, these Cargo Nets are constructed of durable black nylon webbing, are easily accessible and
can be installed or detached in seconds. Moreover, Genuine Toyota Cargo Nets are backed by the factory
3-year/36,000-mile New Vehicle Limited Warranty, valid at any Toyota dealership nationwide.
A Genuine Toyota Cargo Net is what every Toyota owner needs to get organized!

Cargo Bed Cargo Net

convenient storage
and functional design

e

ngineered to fit each specific Toyota’s cargo area, Cargo Nets can accommodate items of various shapes
and sizes to help ensure they don’t shift around or tip over, protecting the vehicle’s cargo area from
damage and spills while aiding owners in staying organized.

Available in multiple styles (depending upon vehicle
application) including envelope, spider, cargo bed,
seatback and rear door, all Genuine Toyota Cargo Nets
feature durable black nylon webbing/netting that
offers numerous ways to help secure cargo. For
instance, the envelope-style net offers a pocket-like
compartment for securing items in a vertical position
while the spider net includes an elastic bungee cord
border with hooks that firmly attach to factory
provided D-rings in the vehicle’s floor.
FJ Cruiser and Tundra CrewMax owners have the
option of adding unique, model specific Cargo Nets.
Featuring a pane-style pocket, the FJ Cruiser’s rear
door storage net is designed to extend across the top
or bottom of the vehicle’s rear door, providing an
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additional option for storing and securing items such
as maps, flashlights, cables, first aid kit or groceries.
The sturdy nylon netting material holds items securely
in place and keeps them from tipping over or falling
out of the vehicle when rear hatch is opened. The
FJ’s rear door can accommodate up to two of these
storage nets.
Designed specifically for the Tundra CrewMax, the set
of two seat back cargo nets feature simple, secure
attachment to the back of the rear seats. They add to
the vehicle’s utility and provide an out of site area for
storing smaller items and valuables. Featuring a
zippered side opening at the outboard sides of the rear
seats, each net is easily accessible by simply tilting
the rear seats forward or folding the seats down.

Envelope-Style Cargo Net

Quick and Simple Installation
Engineered for easy installation, most Genuine
Toyota Cargo Nets can be installed or detached in
seconds and, in most cases, fold flat for storage
when not in use. Designed to attach to factory
defined points in each vehicle’s cargo area, the
Cargo Nets are manufactured to match each vehicle’s
proper height or width requirements to maximize
storage space. Some feature hooks that attach to
factory provided anchors while others are
attached using the nylon webbing/netting.
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Spider Cargo Net

Model Year

Seatback Cargo Net

Vehicle

Rear Door Storage Nets

Envelope-style Cargo Net

Spider Cargo Net

Cargo Bed Cargo Net
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The FJ Cruiser’s rear door storage net
features a plastic frame with an
attached net that installs to the
vehicle’s rear door using included
hardware (some drilling is
required). The Tundra CrewMax’s
seat back cargo nets install using
four provided Velcro® straps. All
Cargo Nets are easily accessible
and provide the factory fit and
finish Toyota owners expect.
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The Genuine Toyota Accessory Promise
Only Genuine Toyota Cargo Nets have been designed with Toyota-approved materials for long term
durability. The nylon webbing/netting is stain-resistant and features UV protection that helps
resist fading and maintains a like-new appearance. All Cargo Nets have also undergone rigorous
testing for weather and chemical resistance. Because they’re Genuine Toyota Accessories, owners
can be assured they deliver the highest level of quality, performance and durability they’ve come to
expect. Best of all, they’re backed by the factory 3-year/36,000-mile New Vehicle Limited Warranty.

Key Advantages At a Glance:
Genuine Toyota Cargo Nets
Genuine
Toyota Cargo
Nets

Typical Aftermarket
Cargo Nets

Feature

Function

Benefit

Custom-crafted,
Specifically for
Toyota Vehicles

Designed to attach to factory
defined points in each vehicle’s
cargo area and engineered
specifically to match each
vehicle’s proper height or width
requirements to maximize
storage space

Provides a factory fit and
finish that owners have
come to expect from Toyota

YES

NO

Toyota Approved
Durable Nylon
Webbing/Netting

Stain and UV resistant material
helps maintain appearance and
protects against fading

Keeps the accessory looking
“like-new” and offers
superior durability

YES

NO

Unique Styles
(Envelope, Spider,
Cargo Bed, Seatback
& Rear Door Storage
Nets)

Accommodates cargo items
of various shapes and sizes to
help ensure they don’t shift
around or tip over under normal
driving conditions or quick starts
and stops

Offers a range of choices
to help organize and
secure cargo

YES

May or may not
be offered in
various styles

Tested to Toyota
Specific Standards

Undergo rigorous testing
to meet and exceed Toyota
performance standards

Provides owners with peace
of mind in knowing they
have purchased a quality
Genuine Toyota product

YES

Typical aftermarket
products are not
developed and
tested to rigorous
Toyota material and
performance standards

Gives owners s quick and
convenient storage area
that is easy to use and
easily accessible

YES

May or may not
include this feature

Valid at any Toyota
dealership nationwide

YES

NO

Provides added utility
and storage options
to Toyota vehicles

Tests include but are not limited
to weather, chemical and fading
Quick & Simple
Installation

Can be installed or detached
in seconds
Folds flat for storage when
not in use (with exception of
the rear door storage net and
seatback net)

Toyota 3Year/
36,000-mile
New Vehicle
Limited Warranty
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Warranty will cover Toyota
accessories for up to 3 years
or 36,000 miles, whichever
comes first

